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Introduction
This Astrological Child Report has been designed as a guide for Harper Beckham's parents, with a
special commitment: to help with Harper Beckham's growth and cultural upbringing, to emphasize and
strengthen her assets, and to alert the parents to mistakes or possible problems that Harper Beckham
could face in her life.

Chapter 1 describes Harper Beckham the way she really is (position of the Sun), and the way her
personality is expressed (Ascendant sign). Chapters 2 and 3 describe the influences linked to her mother
and father respectively, which DOES NOT mean a description of their personalities, but the way Harper
Beckham sees them, experiences them, and which characteristics she takes from each one. In the
astrological chart of a brother or sister, the description of parents could be different due to the
individual's perspective. Chapter 4 completes the sequence of the description of Harper Beckham's
temperament, focusing her mind, her attitude toward education, and her intellectual capacity.
Chapter 5 describes Harper Beckham's destiny, her vocation, her profession, and the probability of
success in the material world. In order to get an appropriate view of Harper Beckham's vocational
possibilities, it will be necessary to combine what is in this chapter plus what is in Chapter 1 and any
other relevant information in the report.
Chapter 6 analyzes the conditions of Harper Beckham's health; some tendencies or possibilities to
physical diseases are mentioned, which DOES NOT mean that Harper Beckham is going to suffer from
them, one by one. It does mean that those are her weak points and she is inclined to those possibilities.
As a complement, some recommendations for Harper Beckham to have better nutrition are mentioned.
PLEASE CONSULT A PHYSICIAN REGARDING ANY PHYSICAL PROBLEMS THAT YOUR
CHILD MAY HAVE!!! FOLLOW YOUR PHYSICIAN'S ADVICE AND ANY MEDICATION
OR THERAPY THAT HE/SHE RECOMMENDS!!! ASTROLOGY SHOULD NEVER BE USED
AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ATTENTION!!!
Finally, Chapter 7 describes the astrological influence of the outer planets which affect all the children
who were born in the same period of years, producing common ideas and behaviors and subsequent
generational characteristics.
It is probable that you may find some contradictions in the report; this is because some planets may
be beneficial in a certain area of life while other planets may be less helpful or even harmful. This means
that Harper Beckham may have both positive and negative experiences in the same area. You need to
draw on your intuition and common sense to come to your own conclusions. But remember that every
child, no matter the sign he/she was born in, needs LOVE in order to grow up in the right way.

Astrological Data
For the benefit of students of astrology, the positions of the
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*** Chapter 1 ***
General description of the child: essential nature and
personality. Physical body and childhood.
Sun in Cancer:
The Cancer child is very sensitive and moody. She can
laugh and cry many times during the same day. Harper
Beckham is very perceptive and is fascinated by the world
around her, always trying to discover new things. She is
attracted to all the colorful images she sees and these
images will stay in her mind forever. This child is delicate,
gets scared pretty easily, and will probably need a light on
at night. Her emotional world is vast and she has a great
need to give and receive love. At a young age she takes
on the role of protector and she usually has pets. She
loves to feed them and takes care of them with great
dedication and delicacy. Children of Cancer are very
good doctors and nurses.
The main influence for Harper Beckham is the home, and she has a special relationship with her
mother. She may depend on her parents and brothers or sisters longer than other children might. She can
be very shy and sometimes she does not like to be around people. You do not have to force her or
compel her to do something. She has a delicate sensitivity and will always remember any bad treatment
she has received, which could cause problems or traumas in the future. She is very aware of what is
going on around her, so it is very important not to quarrel when she is there, or she could feel guilty about
it. Though she is docile, quiet and tender emotionally, it is not easy for her to follow other peoples' rules.
She is very individualistic and independent in her way of thinking. Harper Beckham usually gets what she
wants and sometimes she is a sort of spoiled child. But if she does not receive the love and tenderness
she needs, she could become a rude and lonely person.

She has a bright imagination and it is very probable that she will meet friends of the same kind to play
with. She also shows some tendencies towards the arts and creativity in general, especially music.
Teachers might complain about her stubbornness or that she is a day-dreamer. Usually when Cancer
children get hurt, they keep quiet instead of letting everybody know what happened.
Harper Beckham gathers strength from nature. She would be very happy sowing seeds and watching
them grow. She is usually in a good mood and communicates her joy to others. You do not have to
worry about her bad moods; they will disappear quickly. She keeps all the things she loves. Even as a
grown-up she will still have her toys. This is true also with the things of her heart, including her family, her
friends, the neighborhood, the city, etc. She loves to collect things and she is very fond of history. No
matter where she lives, she will always keep her memories very fresh. That is why her parents should
keep her things, her books, even her own room the same after she leaves home. Only when she feels
emotionally complete will she show her authority naturally and become a leader. Girls of Cancer could
have a stronger personality than boys of Cancer, and they will be the leaders in their homes. Because a
Cancer child develops a deep love for her family, she will always be willing to assist them. All the love
she receives from her parents will work as an investment, as she will give it back to them in larger
amounts.

Leo Rising Sign:
Harper Beckham will make everybody listen to her. Her voice will be strong and its power will be
expressed through her whole body. A vital energy will be evident in her physical body all through her life,
therefore she does not have to be afraid of any kind of illness. Her disposition will generally be positive
and outgoing. Harper Beckham needs lots of attention, and she will try hard not to go unnoticed. Her
charming smile and her affectionate openness will be her seductive weapons to win over her unprepared
parents. She was born to command and she will show it very early. As she grows, she will establish her
"kingdom" by conquering the hearts of the rest of the family. Harper Beckham's pride is so great that
even when hurt, she will not show the pain. Her heart is very noble, she loves good causes and she will
fight firmly against injustice. If her Sun (as shown above) is located in Cancer or Pisces, a Leo ascendant
will help give her more strength in her convictions, her vitality and her courage. She will be very stubborn,
especially when angry. Harper Beckham will have artistic abilities, and you will probably see her acting
(on and off the stage!). Her manner will always be dramatic and exaggerated, so most of the time you do
not have to worry when she says she is suffering on account of something. She will also have a great
sense of humor and will fill the house with joy.
Harper Beckham's childhood is ruled by the Sun, center of our solar system, and she will feel that her
home is the most important thing in life. She will be very proud of her family, and if one of her parents is
socially well-known, this will increase her pride. Harper Beckham needs to admire her parents, but her
parents must not create an unreal image of themselves. Sooner or later she will discover that it is only an
image and this will only destroy her own confidence. The Sun can either give her a luxurious life, or the
idea that it is important to belong to a higher class, but either way, she will focus her goals on material
success. Harper Beckham will prefer expensive objects and name brands. Her parents will have to
encourage her innate spiritual values, like sincerity, fidelity, etc. though humility will be against her nature.

She will not be very happy helping with chores at home; she will feel she was not born for that. She can
also experience periods of laziness when she will demand too much attention. If one of her parents is a
bit weak, and submits to Harper Beckham's caprices, she will lose respect for the parent. It is very
important to be firm with her, but it is even more important to be fair; for example, the rules in the home
should apply to everyone in the same way. If Harper Beckham gets the support and love she needs to
strengthen her inner values, she will be a winner in her life.

*** Chapter 2 ***
Maternal figure: emotions, feelings, capacity to love
and share.
Moon in Scorpio:
Harper Beckham will have very deep and intense
emotions. She will either love or hate something or
someone, with nothing in between. She will have strong
possessive feelings which will magnify her selfish attitude
and could create problems with jealousy in her
relationships. Harper Beckham will be a difficult girl to
control, because her vast inner world will often make her
express herself aggressively. She will be attracted to
secrets and mysteries; as an adult, this can make her a
successful researcher in any field or an avid student of the
occult. Harper Beckham's intuition will be powerful and
she will clearly feel the weaknesses of her parents,
especially if one of them lies in an attempt to convince her
about anything.
The relationship with her mother may contain some tension along with intense love. In spite of any
disagreements, they will need each other in order to become stronger. Her mother must be careful not to
model negative feelings like rancor or revenge; on the contrary, she must show her how to be flexible,
how to accept others the way they are, and how to share.

Moon in 4th house:
Harper Beckham will be attached to her home and family, especially to her mother. She will always
need to be close to her to feel secure, even as an adult. Harper Beckham will be very fond of the past;
she may become a good historical researcher, and she will especially be interested in her own family's

past. She will love to know about her city, her country, etc. and will surely collect antiques, relics, and, of
course, objects which have sentimental value for her family. She may move around often, but will always
be close to her family.
Venus in Cancer:
Harper Beckham will prefer close relationships and
will always be close to her parents. If she does not receive
the right amount of love from her parents, some rivalry
with her brothers and sisters can take place. The strong
bond formed with her mother at birth will probably never
be broken. Harper Beckham will have few friends and will
be intensely dedicated to them. She will be very noble
with her feelings and will always be ready to help those
she loves. Domestic and financial security will be very
important for her. Her reactions will be very instinctive
and emotional; when married, she will be very protective
of her family and will be very romantic. Her delicate
sensitivity can be hurt very easily, so she will choose to be
surrounded by affectionate people. Harper Beckham will be attached to everything which makes her
heart happy.

Venus in 11th house:
Harper Beckham will have a variety of friends. She will be successful working or collaborating with a
club or a philanthropic institution. Harper Beckham will tend to be very idealistic and will dream of a
better world; her best friends will be bohemian and will show artistic sensitivity. Harper Beckham will
probably marry a person involved with the arts. She will be very sociable and will enjoy the company of
others.
Venus Opposition Pluto:
Harper Beckham can be demanding with the people she loves. She will be very jealous when a friend
of hers has another friend, and will try to get all the attention. Her emotional life will be very deep and
very complex at the same time. It is probable that she will be raised in a chaotic family, with intense
demonstrations of love as well as of conflict. Her passion can blind her in some situations, and she may
complicate her material and financial life. Her sexuality will also be intense, and it will be in her best
interests to receive a good education in these matters. Harper Beckham will experience stormy

romances, going from extreme love for her lover to hate and back again.
Venus Square Saturn:
Harper Beckham's parents, especially her father, must make an effort to show love and caring
because Harper Beckham is especially sensitive to any indifference and may feel she is always being
rejected. This could make her shy and unable to show her emotions. Harper Beckham will tend to
sacrifice her happiness for duty. She will tend to be defensive and afraid of being rejected or of not being
accepted. It is very important for her destiny that her parents give her all the love they can. In the future,
it will be better for her to get married after the age of 28, when she is emotionally mature. If Harper
Beckham does not overcome her inner fears, this astrological position can make her ineffectual in
sentimental matters and lonely.
Venus Square Uranus:
As a child, Harper Beckham can experience tense and irregular situations which can affect her
romantic choices in the future. She can be impulsive and changeable. Love can come unexpectedly and
can leave the same way. Harper Beckham will make very unusual choices, which her family will have
difficulty understanding. She will be independent and will rebel against any binding ties, which indicates
that she may have problems with long term relationships. Harper Beckham must learn to be patient, to
accept people the way they are, and to control her impulses. She can be eccentric and have unusual
likings; of course she will not follow the traditions of the family. Harper Beckham can also be very
nervous and quick to anger; Harper Beckham will never feel comfortable with big demonstrations of
love.
Venus Sextile Jupiter:
Harper Beckham will have a strong sense of justice and harmony. She will express herself with
freedom, and her feelings will be abundant and sincere. Harper Beckham will enjoy life itself, and will find
love along the way. Her social life will be important and she will receive support and cooperation when
she needs them. Harper Beckham will have a strong esthetic sense, which can be seen in her choice of
possessions, and will be comfortable in a nice, warm environment, quiet and well decorated. Her positive
attitude will make her a lucky person, able to get what she wants with little effort. This can make her a bit
lazy.
Jupiter in Taurus:

Harper Beckham will develop a strong sense for his
possessions. She will be very good at managing money,
and she will enjoy abundance, perhaps from being self
employed. Harper Beckham will want to enjoy "the good
life" and will have a tendency to be extravagant, even a
spendthrift. Harper Beckham will be very stubborn and
will not like to be pushed.

Jupiter in 10th house:
Harper Beckham will be very successful in her profession, with many opportunities to advance and
grow. Due to her leadership ability, honesty, and trust in herself, Harper Beckham can excel in politics or
reach a high position in a corporation. She has a deep sense of justice and morality. Harper Beckham
will be proud, materialistic, and very ambitious, and will receive recognition at an early age. Her
professional work will be extensive and she will feel fulfilled in the future.
Jupiter Trine Pluto:
Harper Beckham will express enthusiasm and vitality in her actions, and everybody will be affected by
her energy. Harper Beckham will have great organizing power and can excel in professions related to
business, politics or education. She will be interested in almost everything, and there will be no limits to
her possibilities. Harper Beckham will be a positive, constructive and successful person.
Neptune in 7th house:
Harper Beckham could be very vulnerable to the influence of others; it will be very important for her
to choose her lover objectively and rationally. It is probable that neither of them will see the other the
way they really are, which could lead to disappointment. Platonic love will be the main characteristic of
her matrimonial union. When signing any contract or forming any association, Harper Beckham should be
very careful to analyze the details and always read the small print.

*** Chapter 3 ***
Paternal figure: authority, power, capacity to assume
responsibilities and to defend oneself in life.
Sun in 12th house:

If Harper Beckham has painful experiences, she may feel responsible for them; as a consequence, she
may feel insecure and shy. This lack of confidence in herself will increase if her family is over-protective,
or on the contrary, if she gets too much punishment on account of her behavior. If the father does not live
up to Harper Beckham's expectations, she may not develop enough self-esteem and confidence in herself
to become successful in life. Harper Beckham will need to admire her father and have more
communication with him to strengthen her own identity. Otherwise, Harper Beckham will feel more
secure hiding her own potential than showing it to people. The same dynamic impacting her emotions
could lead Harper Beckham to a lonely life. Positively, Harper Beckham will show great compassion for
others, and will like helping people selflessly without any personal agenda.
Sun Trine Moon:
Harper Beckham will possess emotional balance and the confidence to face all the problems in her life
with strength. Her childhood will prepare her for everything she will have to do in the future. Harper
Beckham will have the ability to "go with the flow", rather than going against it. Also, her inner balance
will attract others, and she could be a popular person with the opposite sex.
Saturn in Libra:
Harper Beckham will need a lot of time to make
decisions and, though she will seem to be dominated by
indecision, finally she will make the right choice. She will
be very reserved and will probably have some problems
with her social life. Though Harper Beckham will have few
friends, they will be there forever. Harper Beckham will
have a great sense of justice and will be a good judge or
lawyer. She will always be very diplomatic and will
express her opinions in a proper way. This astrological
position can delay marriage or bring a serious person as a
mate.

Saturn in 3rd house:
Harper Beckham must receive a good education and support for her studies. Her mind will be
penetrating and focused. Harper Beckham will probably not have a good relationship with her brothers
and sisters; parents should avoid comparing Harper Beckham to her siblings because even mild criticism
makes her feel belittled and unappreciated. Harper Beckham can tend to have problems with

communication, feeling inhibited about expressing her ideas and emotions. She can also tend to be
melancholy or depressed. Harper Beckham will be very conservative in her thinking, and will prefer real
and concrete ideas instead of abstract ones. It is very important for her to be exposed to positive ideas,
because the things she learns during her childhood will remain intact as long as she lives.
Saturn Square Pluto:
Harper Beckham can seem to be domineering and very aggressive, but this will just be her way of
hiding her own insecurities. Harper Beckham will resist strongly any change in her life. She will show
great strength, but also inflexibility and willfulness at the same time. Harper Beckham must learn to be
more considerate of others; she must try to avoid dominating everybody at every moment; and she
should show her feelings more freely without the fear of seeming weak.
Mars in Gemini:
Harper Beckham will have a very fast and sharp mind;
she will be very good in discussions and debates. Her
reasoning can be hasty and aggressive which makes prone
to make unwise decisions. Her mind will always be
working, and probably she will delight in doing at least
two things at the same time. Her great intellectual capacity
will allow her to study and learn things very easily, though
she may not have the patience to concentrate on the same
subject for a long time. Harper Beckham can start many
things and finish only some of them. If Harper Beckham
can overcome this last basic tendency, she will be
successful in those intellectual activities which require
sharpness and talent. Harper Beckham will be very
curious and restless; her adventurous spirit will lead her to
new places and people all the time. She will be outgoing and always open to new relationships; as a
consequence, she will have some deep friendships and others that are very superficial. She may also
follow this pattern in her love life and she may need more than one lover to feel complete!

Mars in 11th house
Harper Beckham will work very hard to achieve her goals and objectives, in the material field as well
as in the spiritual one. She will be a social leader, and it will be very easy for her to make friends,
although she could have some quarrels or discord with them due to her pushy and demanding nature. Her

great energy must be channeled into a creative field. Harper Beckham must learn to develop caution and
prudence in her behavior in order to avoid confrontations with others. Harper Beckham could be very
picky and inflexible and could get angry quite easily. Once she has a friend, she will be protective and
devoted to him/her.
Mars Trine Saturn:
Harper Beckham will show great ability in directing her energies in an organized and disciplined way;
she will know when to move and when to stop. Her constructive energy will make her excel in any field
of engineering or the military. Harper Beckham will be noble, sincere, and respectful of the rights of
others. She will take care of her friends and family and will show great loyalty in her affections.
Uranus in 9th house:
Harper Beckham will travel frequently during her life and will visit exotic, uncommon, and faraway
places. While traveling, she will have experiences which will enrich her inner life, her own philosophy, and
her attitude about religion. Harper Beckham will be very creative, independent, and adventurous. Her
religious beliefs will be unorthodox and it will be very difficult for her to follow tradition. She will be very
interested in social reforms and will probably become involved in politics, though this could change as
time goes by. Harper Beckham should avoid involvement in legal problems, as these could have
unpredictable results.
Pluto in 5th house:
Harper Beckham will like to run risks, emotionally or financially. Her emotions will be deep and very
complex; she will not be an easy person to please. Her sex life will also be active; it will be very
important for her not to be raised surrounded by taboos and prohibitions. She will tend to be very
possessive of the people she loves and it is probable that she may be involved in some unsavory
situations, perhaps due to her jealousy. Harper Beckham will like gambling, even as an adult, but she
should exercise moderation or her financial stability could be compromised.

*** Chapter 4 ***
Mentality: intelligence, studies and capacity for
communication.
Mercury in Leo:

Her mind will be dynamic, intense, and rigid. She will
be decisive and show pride in her ideas; Harper Beckham
will be persevering, and will become stubborn and
inflexible if someone contradicts her. Harper Beckham will
enjoy organizing and leading people. She will put energy
and enthusiasm into her plans, which will usually be sound
and successful. Harper Beckham will want to know
everything about everything and will like being known for
that; she could be a bit vain and arrogant. Her
communication will be frank and open. She will display
her emotions and thoughts, often in an exaggerated
manner, and play everything as though it were theater to
make her experiences more dramatic and thus capture
everybody's attention. Harper Beckham will have a great sense of humor and a great creativity which will
give her the ability to excel in any job that calls for contact with the public. She will learn and study more
if she is challenged or if her personal pride is affected. Harper Beckham will like being number one in
everything always, and will put all her energies into achieving this position. She could get angry quite
easily and will be aggressive in defending her honor. If parents help Harper Beckham by stimulating and
making her self-esteem more secure, she will be a very successful person.

Mercury in 12th house:
Harper Beckham will be reserved and will keep her ideas to herself. She will be good at analyzing
other peoples' problems; she will also be fond of metaphysics. Harper Beckham will experience some
difficulties trying to express herself; probably she will be very insecure with her thoughts and will be afraid
of being criticized or rejected. Her thoughts are usually based on her emotions, not on her reasoning, so
you will need to connect with her sensitivity in order to have an open and serious conversation. Most
likely, Harper Beckham will have a very rich inner world filled with fantasies and illusions, and that will be
the place where she will seek shelter when a crisis or problem occurs.
Mercury Sextile Mars:
Harper Beckham will have a restless mind and will never stop learning. She will be a practical, quick,
perceptive, and courageous person; she will detect the weaknesses of the others quite easily. Harper
Beckham will be very creative and could excel in writing or any other manual activity. She will be very
firm and serious about her decisions without being aggressive. Her mind will never rest, so she must
always stay active.

Mercury Sextile Saturn:
Harper Beckham will have a practical, logical, easily focused and realistic mind. She will be very selfdisciplined and will channel her mental energies with accuracy. Harper Beckham will also be very careful
with her opinions. Her mind, grounded in reality, will have some trouble trying to concentrate on abstract
and artistic subjects. She will always prefer to use logic, coherence, and intelligence.
Libra on 3rd house cusp:
Harper Beckham will have a strong sense of justice. Her mind will always analyze both sides of every
situation, seeking a balanced conclusion. She will express herself in a soft and warm way, winning others'
affection quite easily. Her charm and persuasive power will make her suitable for success in business,
public relations, and politics. It is also probable that Harper Beckham will have artistic talent, expressed
with refinement and delicacy, in which she could excel. It will be very important for her to develop that
talent, though in the future it may not be her profession, but the outlet through which she will express her
ideas and emotions.

*** Chapter 5 ***
Destiny: vocation, profession, probability of success and
social recognition.
Taurus MC
Harper Beckham's destiny will bring her stability, good financial circumstances, and success with
people due to her amiability, sympathy, and also her authority. Harper Beckham could be interested in an
artistic career or any other field which would serve as an outlet for her creativity. She will never be totally
bohemian; her illusions will be based on reality and this will enable her to make them real. She will have
many ambitions, generally quite practical, and most likely she will get what she wants because she will not
ask too much; she will not put herself in a risky situation. Harper Beckham will seek stability and security
in her profession. Financial affairs could be another probable career area. She will be a good
administrator and her goals, though sometimes artistic, will always have a stable economic basis. Her
progress will be slow and gradual, but once she has reached her social position, she will not lose it.
Her career choice could be one of these professions: actor, singer, decorator, administrator,
craftsperson, cook, artistic producer, investor, botanist, agronomist, gardener, sculptor, etc.
Harper Beckham will be raised in a solid home with very hard working parents who have a good
financial position due to their effort. They will have a well organized and stable life. Each person in this
family will have fixed ideas, which make them persevere with their own ambitions. Taurus individuals will
influence on her destiny.

*** Chapter 6 ***
Health: probable physical problems and recommendations for
diet and nutrition.
Sun in Cancer:
Cancer rules the stomach, the diaphragm, the thorax, the pancreas, and the gall bladder. Harper
Beckham will have to control her diet, especially the quantity, as she will enjoy eating everything and in
large amounts. She will be inclined to suffer health problems with psychosomatic origins. Sometimes
doctors will be confused by Harper Beckham's symptoms; this is when her emotional condition should
be taken into consideration. Her fears, anxieties, insecurities, repressions, and any problems at home will
be the main causes of her illnesses, most commonly digestive problems, ulcers, gastritis, etc.
In order to be healthy, Harper Beckham will have to consider the following advice: she will have to
have a varied diet, avoiding fried or very oily foods; she will have to avoid eating in excess; she will have
to avoid arguments and tensions while eating; she will have to calm her inner anxiety through
communication; she will have to practice aerobics, swimming, bicycling, or any other rhythmic activity;
she will have to sweat or take steam baths (sauna) in order to clean her pores and eliminate toxins; she
will have to listen to soft and relaxing music while eating; she will have to eat green and leafy vegetables
with plenty of enzymes which will aid her digestion; she will have to avoid liquids during meals; she will
have to practice breathing and relaxation exercises; she will have to be in touch with nature, especially
with water.
Saturn in Libra:
This astrological position could bring a poor condition of filtration to remove the urea from the blood,
renal, or urinary retention, obstruction in the kidneys because of the presence of calcium stones,
suppression of the urine, or blood disease caused by renal malfunction.
Capricorn on 6th house cusp:
The short term problems related to Harper Beckham's health could originate from the lack of
Vitamins C and K, proteins, calcium, and folic acid. The common diseases will be located in her bone
structure and joints (especially her knees), the skin and the hair.
In order to prevent these problems, Harper Beckham should include in her diet: soy and its products,
alfalfa and soy sprouts, spinach, celery, carrots, potato, watercress, tomato, cauliflower, all the nonrefined grains and seeds, wheat germ, orange, lemon, grapefruit, strawberry, banana, grapes, pineapple,
coconut, apple, non-fat milk, soy or goat milk, fresh cheese, plain yogurt, egg yolk, fish and poultry.
The long term problems related to Harper Beckham's health could originate from the lack of Vitamin
B-2, potassium, and fluorine. Her common diseases will be digestive in nature. Harper Beckham will
have to avoid elements which irritate the digestive system; also she should eat calmly and in harmony,
chewing every piece very well before swallowing it. She will also have to avoid liquids while eating.

She should follow the diet mentioned above, plus: lettuce, cabbage, peach, blackberry, mango,
peanut, tangerine, and large amounts of pure natural water during the day. She will have to avoid coffee,
spicy seasonings, and other irritants.
Sun in 12th house:
Harper Beckham could have problems with her energy as well as her vitality. She should pay more
attention to her diet, eating foods rich in proteins and amino acids. Harper Beckham should rest only
when necessary, sleeping no more than eight hours per day. In order to experience general well-being,
she should spend more time outdoors in the sunlight.
Mercury in 12th house:
Harper Beckham could have problems related to the response of her central nervous or hormonal
systems. She should not exert herself to the point of nervous exhaustion; she should moderate her mental
activity and participate in a physical activity in order to compensate and release her everyday tension.

*** Chapter 7 ***
Generational influence: ideas and feelings common to
your child's age group.
Uranus in Aries:
Harper Beckham was born into a generation of
pioneers - independent people who believe in themselves,
pursue their goals willfully, and rebel against the demands
of others. Harper Beckham will belong to a restless group
of people who will break many traditions and old
customs. The creation and introduction of new ideas will
be another of their important contributions. Most likely,
she will exhibit great mental energy, which, used in a
constructive way, could result in great inventive
productivity; otherwise, it could increase her
rebelliousness, uncontrollable behavior, and fanaticism and
will cause her to waste her talent.

Uranus Square Pluto:
Harper Beckham will be very impatient and a real fighter. She will get angry quite easily about
anything and could adopt a negative or destructive attitude about the things she dislikes. She will have
strong political ideals and will fight against injustice. Harper Beckham will not tolerate being restricted or
limited in her manner of expression and will rise up against any oppressors.
Neptune in Pisces:
Harper Beckham's generation will be very imaginative,
sensitive, and intuitive. They will have a great talent for
music and arts through which they will express their ideas
and feelings. During this period of time many advances will
be made in the areas of metaphysics and parapsychology.
Mysticism will be legitimized and spiritual qualities like
compassion and self-sacrifice will be valued more highly.
As a part of this generation, Harper Beckham will develop
strong religious convictions. Her high level of sensitivity,
inspiration, and devotion will make her emotional life very
rewarding. Her idealism will lead her to transcend the
material world in search of spiritual evolution.

Pluto in Capricorn:
Harper Beckham's generation will have a practical and
realistic vision of life. They will work very hard to improve
life within society in every aspect; many of them will be real
political leaders or economic reformers. They will be eager
to assume their responsibilities and they will be always
ready for action, though they may neglect their emotional
needs as a consequence. As a part of this group, Harper
Beckham will show great perseverance, ambition, and
capacity to organize and manage in an efficient manner.
She will be very conservative and materialistic. She should
learn how to express her emotions more openly.

